GUARDIANS OF SAFE ENVIRONMENTS

NO KANE, NO GAIN

We’ve been doing what we do since 1890. While we create what many consider the gold standard for railings, ornamental fabrications, security screens and detention equipment, what we do is more about what our products accomplish, rather than what we make.

Much more.

It’s first and foremost about protecting people.

Our 120-plus years of knowledge and experience result in the level of expertise necessary to design and engineer solutions that anticipate the unexpected.

It’s much more than creating the industry’s standard for excellence in architectural building products.

It’s about being the guardians of safe environments.
Kane’s legacy dates back to the 19th century when the company’s first incarnation began.

Since then, there have been numerous technological milestones and notable projects that have defined not only who we are, but the industry itself.

This has led to significant product breakthroughs and innovations pioneered by Kane alumni. Here are a few highlights.

In the 1970s, Kane was commissioned to manufacture and install high-end, custom bronze insect screens for the King of Morocco’s Palace.

During the Kennedy administration in the early 1960s, Kane installed protective window screens on The White House so first lady Jacqueline could securely enjoy the view of the property’s celebrated rose gardens.
Kane Detention Barriers were installed to protect all in-ground and above-ground exterior spotlights at the Statue of Liberty National Monument in 1996.

In the spring of 1996, Kane Security installed screens on the dorms at Georgia State University which housed Olympic athletes during the Summer Olympics, held that same year in Atlanta.

TO THE MOST REVERED

After passing rigorous forced entry testing, Kane’s MAX Force 15 Vantage Wall Barrier was approved for use on One World Trade Center’s parking decks in the fall of 2013.
STERLING DULA

EXEMPLARY PROBLEM SOLVERS

“After we received our initial order of Classic Picket Railing for the Waldorf Astoria's Funeral Home renovation project, we had a client request to add some from the property. Naturally, we addressed that concern. Two weeks later, since this was not a duplicable order and required custom hangar posts and longer sections, not only did Sterling Dula manage the mounting conditions to fit the profile of the corner solid, they provided engineering and fabrication, with the shipment arriving on the client’s order ahead of schedule.”

JOHN KENNEDY, PH.D., P.E., PRESIDENT, ENVIRONMENTAL GLASS INC.

Sterling Dula: Railings + Fencing by Kane.

In today’s world, where the unpredictable has become the norm, every component of every building must anticipate how people live, learn, work and play. Sterling Dula railings are an exception. They’re built to survive the constant hum of human activity in the harshest of environments – from frigid northern winters, to sizzling southern summers and everything windy and rainy in between. At Kane Innovations, our philosophy is simple: Engineer and fabricate flawless railing and fence systems that stand ready for the unexpected. Whether you choose one of our standard solutions, or a more innovative, made-to-order design option, the Sterling Dula team will configure a system that assists in creating a breathtakingly beautiful, secure environment, both inside and out. After all, a structural masterpiece is of little value if its occupants don’t feel safe.
KANE FABRICATIONS

Kane Fabrications: Ornamental Metals by Kane. Within the scope of creating safe environments, Kane Fabrications adds an entirely new dimension in custom, ornamental metal works with architectural grilles, sun shades, canopies, louvers, enclosures and so much more. So, how do we strike the delicate balance between ingenuity, practicality, strength and safety? By designing and fabricating decorative accent systems and mounting solutions for a spectrum of applications that are the ideal combination of uncompromising aesthetics and intelligent toughness.
Kane Security: Screens by Kane. At Kane Innovations, window safety has always been our primary concern, from initial concept to fabrication. But we also believe that secure window protection should have a pleasant appearance; blending flawlessly with the structure’s exterior to align with the look of the built environment. That’s why we continue to create window protection that mimics the look of cloth window screens, but is comprised entirely of robust metal components and infill options. We invite you to join the thousands of medical facilities, universities, colleges, public schools and public housing developments who have turned to Kane for over a half-century for attractive, safe and innovative window protection that endures over time.
**FLEXIBILITY, PRECISION & GUIDANCE**

To comply with Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) standards for the Prisoner Facility United States Federal Courthouse project, steel cell walls were used in lieu of standard masonry units. Kane Detention skillfully engineered these heavy steel walls to promote a common cell environment. We rely on these walls to meet all BOP specifications. Our design flexibility, precision, and guidance made them a very valuable partner in the success of this project.

Kane Detention: Protection by Kane. Kane Detention’s mission has always been clear: Meet or exceed the standards required by law enforcement and government organizations to help maintain order in challenging environments. In the late 1970s, we revolutionized and reestablished the standard in prison safety products with the installation of never-before-seen woven/rod cell fronts at Leavenworth Penitentiary. Since that landmark endeavor, the Kane Detention brand has been entrusted with thousands of installations by the criminal justice community to contain inmates and keep corrections personnel safe with barrier walls, ceilings, cell (front, doors and tamper-proof equipment. National security offices, jails, courthouses and other institutions that demand the highest levels of protection, rely on Kane’s unmatched reputation and performance record for safer criminal justice environments.